M
ost Journal readers know already that the Palliative Care Foundation was forced, because of insufficient funding, to close down its operations at the end of October, :1987. The news was crushing. The Foundation had launched thJ ournal, and supported it financially from conception to birth and throughout its first three years of growth.
How could we now possibly continue publication, let alone dare to execute the decision, widely announced, to go quarterly in :1988? The editors had already been. at work for a year now preparing a special thematic issue on Controversies in Palliative Care to mark the Journal's advance to quarterly publication.
I knew we could not backtrack on our promise. We would either have to find the resources needed to keep the promise or allow the Journal to die . quietly after publishing the second issue of volume 3. I was committed in the autumn of :1987, as I .am still, to do everything to save the Journal. I could not at that time, and I cannot now, allow the death of such a promising initiative in leadership in such a needed field.
. Without resources, a commitment, of course, is just a powerless good intention. So the steady, hard-headed search for resources is on, and will be for quite a while. However, during this autumn's emergency, dedicated people came forward with their time, energy, enthusiasm, and inventiveness. Some, who prefer to remain unsung, gave money, which, when combined with the personal drive and magnanimity of others, was enough to ensure that the Journal will be published through four issues in :1988. So we now come to you, this spring, with our combined issue 4::112 on Contro-: versies in Palliative Care, the first two issues of our first year of quarterly publication. Issue 4:3 is already taking shape, and 4:4 will be a special thematic issue on AIDS and Palliative Care.
'There is still much to be done. The Journal is now housed at the Center for Bioethics of the Clinical Research Institute of Montreal. Until national-level palliative care organizations emerge in Canada to house and support the Journal, monies will have to be .raised to keep the Journal alive and growingin this research institute. For its part, the Journal will play the role of the tenacious terrier. It will just not let go until spirits are aroused to form a Canadian Association of Palliative Care and to establish an Institute of Palliative l Care. Without the first, we lack the network for productive 'synaptic connections. The second, an Institute, would bring together the expertise needed to perfect teaching and research in palliative medicine and palliative care. I need your support on another important matter. 'The Journal was launched as, an English-' language publication and will remain so. However, Canada is a bilingual country, the Journal is an international publication, and the growth of palliative care among French-speaking people is phenomenal. I have begun to receive excellent Frenchlanguage manuscripts on palliative medicine and palliative care. These articles deserve aplace in the Journal, and the Journal's predominantly , English-language readers deserve a bridge to another culture's innovative work in the field. So I have ah;eadyaccept~d, and am prepared to continue to accept, French-language manuscripts for publication in the Journal, provided that an English version be published along with the French.
The Journal is at it crossroads. Challenge beckons in one direction, in another closure threatens. ' Which will it be?Everything,' Rilke wrote -and this is particularly true of opportunity -is once, just once" once and no more.
